
AGRN 176 
PRINCIPLES OF CROP SCIENCE 

Fall 2014 
 

I. General Information 
 
AGRN 176 (Principles of Crop Science) is a 3 credit hour course, and is an introduction to science-based 
principles underlying crop production, including: classification and use of major world crops; plant growth 
and development in response to environment and management; crop pests and pest protection; plant 
breeding and genetic improvement. 2 hrs. lect.; 2 hrs. lab.   
 
Lecture:   MW 8:00-8:50 a.m., Knoblauch 152 
Laboratory:   041 - T 8:00-9:50 a.m., Knoblauch 226 or AFL – Agronomy Unit  
  042 - T 10:00-11:50 a.m., Knoblauch 226 or AFL – Agronomy Unit 
  043 - T 1:00-2:50 p.m., Knoblauch 226 or AFL – Agronomy Unit 
  
Instructor:   Dr. Mark Bernards 
  227 Knoblauch Hall 
  Office: 309-298-1569 
  Mobile: 309-313-5917 
  Email: ml-bernards@wiu.edu 
 
Office Hours: M 1:00-1:50 p.m.; W 11:00-12:50 a.m., F 9:00-9:50 a.m. or by appointment 
 
Required Texts: 
Stoller P. 2006. Crop Sciences Laboratory Manual. ITCS Instructional Materials, University of Illinois, 

Champaign, Illinois.  
 
Reference Texts: 
Martin JH, Waldren RP, Stamp DL. 2006. Principles of Field Crop Production, 4th ed. Pearson, Upper 

Saddle River, NJ. 
McMahon MJ, Kofranek AM, Rubatzky VE. 2011. Plant Science – Growth, Development and Utilization of 

Cultivated Plants, 5th ed. Prentice Hall, Boston, MA. 
Nafziger E. (Editor). 2009. Illinois Agronomy Handbook, 24th edition.  University of Illinois Extension 

C1394. Available for download at http://extension.cropsci.illinois.edu\handbook  
Sheaffer CC, Moncada KM. 2012. Introduction to Agronomy – Food, Crops and Environment, 2nd ed. 

Delmar, Clifton Park, NY. 
Other readings will be made available through Western Online, the Internet, or Course Reserve at the 

Malpass Library. 

 
II. University Policies and Expectations  
 

Student rights and responsibilities: A complete description is available at 
www.wiu.edu/provost/students.  
 
Academic Integrity (http://www.wiu.edu/policies/acintegrity.php): Western Illinois University, like all 
communities, functions best when its members treat one another with honesty, fairness, respect, and 
trust. . . It is the student's responsibility to be informed and to abide by all University regulations and 
policies on Academic Integrity. Plagiarism, cheating, and other forms of academic dishonesty constitute a 
serious violation of University conduct regulations. Students who engage in dishonesty in any form shall 
be charged with academic dishonesty. . . Any student, faculty member, or staff person who has witnessed 
an apparent act of student academic dishonesty, or has information that reasonably leads to the 
conclusion that such an act has occurred or has been attempted, has an ethical responsibility for 
reporting said act(s). 
 

mailto:ml-bernards@wiu.edu
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The policy for AGRN 176:  Any confirmed act of academic dishonesty (especially plagiarism or cheating) 
will result in the loss of all points associated with that assignment, and may result in an “F” for the course. 
 
Non-Discrimination (http://www.wiu.edu/policies/affirmact.php):  Western Illinois University is committed 
to providing equal opportunity and an educational and work environment for its students, faculty, and staff 
that is free from discrimination based on sex, race, color, sexual orientation, gender identity and gender 
expression, religion, age, marital status, national origin, disability, or veteran status. 
 
Disabilities:  In accordance with University policy and the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), 
academic accommodations may be made for any student who notifies the instructor of the need for an 
accommodation. For the instructor to provide the proper accommodation(s) you must obtain 
documentation of the need for an accommodation through Disability Resource Center (DRC) and provide 
it to the instructor. It is imperative that you take the initiative to bring such needs to the instructor's 
attention, as he/she is not legally permitted to inquire about such particular needs of students. Students 
who may require special assistance in emergency evacuations (i.e. fire, tornado, etc.) should contact the 
instructor as to the most appropriate procedures to follow in such an emergency. Contact Disability 
Resource Center (DRC) at 298-2512 for additional services.” 
 
Education Majors:  You are required to receive a grade of a "C" or better in this course to meet state 
certification requirements.   
 
III. Course Expectations and Policies  
 
1. Live the Golden Rule.  Treat others with respect and courtesy in your conversation and actions.  Turn 

off and put away electronic devices during the class period unless directed to use them for class 
activities.  Class is not the time to read the newspaper or magazines.   

2. Show up.  Attendance and punctuality is expected. Notify the instructor in advance if you have any 
reason to miss a class period through the O.A.R.S system (http://wiu.edu/oars). A minimum of 24 h 
notice (email or phone) is required if there is any cause to miss an exam. If you do miss a class 
period, do not ask the instructor “Did I miss anything important?”  It is your responsibility to make 
arrangements to get the information you missed and to make up any missed assignments.   

3. Participate. Be prepared for class discussions by completing readings, answering questions, taking 
notes, asking questions, and working effectively with other students on lecture and laboratory 
activities. 

4. Study.  You should plan to spend a minimum of 5 hours outside of class each week to adequately 
learn the material.   

5. Complete assignments. Assignments not turned in on the assigned date may have 10% of the total 
potential points deducted for each day after the due date.  The instructor will generally return exams 
and assignments within 1 week.  

6. The use of tobacco is prohibited in Knoblauch Hall, nor is it allowed during sessions at the AFL. 
 
Two dismissals due to disruptive or unprofessional behavior will result in a permanent disbarment from 
the course and a final grade of “F” will be assigned. 

 
IV. Course Objectives 
 
At the conclusion of this course you should be able to: 

a. Classify plants based on taxonomy, life cycle, growth characteristics and use 
b. Outline the life cycle of perennial, biennial, and annual plant species 
c. Provide examples of how important field crops were domesticated and how they are currently 

used to benefit humanity 
d. Correctly identify plant organs and describe the purpose of those organs 
e. Correctly identify growth stages of corn and soybean 
f. Explain the processes of photosynthesis and respiration 
g. Explain the importance of  light, water, CO2, plant hormones and essential plant nutrients to 

normal plant growth and function, and describe how plants respond to deficiencies of these 
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resources 
h. Explain how disease, insects, and weeds affect plant growth and productivity 
i. Define integrated pest management and be able to identify common weeds, insects and diseases 

that impact crop production in west central Illinois and common control methods 
j. Describe different ways plants may reproduce or be propagated  
k. Demonstrate how plant breeding and genetic modification is used to improve crop productivity 
l. Describe characteristics that should be considered when selecting crop varieties 
m. Give examples of common cropping systems and practices 
n. Demonstrate an ability to define a hypothesis and design an experiment to test the hypothesis 

and correctly interpret the results of the experiment 
o. Describe how different cropping management practices (tillage, planting, pest management, crop 

rotation, harvest, storage, etc.) affect productivity and profitability 
p. Show proficiency in calculating seeding rates, plant populations, estimated yields, adjusted grain 

moisture, fertilizer rates, pesticide rates, etc. 
q. Describe the components of a healthy soil and management practices that may be used to 

enhance soil productivity 
r. Define precision agriculture and some of the tools it includes that enhance production efficiency 
s. Provide a brief history of agriculture, describe the importance of farming in today’s society, and 

discuss challenges and opportunities pertaining to crop production in the next 20 years 

 
V. Probable Grading Components and Scale* 

*I reserve the right to adjust the weight of the grade components (this will be announced in class 
or at Western Online) and to make adjustments to the grading scale downward (e.g., an “A” may 
begin at 92.5 instead of 93.0).    
 
Attendance will be factored into the grade.  Each student will be allowed 2 “vacation” days (for 
funerals, interviews, oversleeping, etc).  Absences that exceed “2” will result in the lowering of the 
grade one step for each absence (e.g., B+ to B).  Absence for WIU-sanctioned activities like 
livestock judging competitions will not count against “vacation” days.  Absence due to illness will 
be evaluated on a case-by-case basis and will not count against the vacation days. 

 
 Probable Grade components  Portion 
 Lab participation & assignments  15% 
 Lab quizzes    20% 
 Lecture participation & assignments 15% 
 Lecture quizzes    35% 
 Final exam     15% 
  
 Grading Scale 

Percentage Grade Percentage Grade 

93.0-100 A 73.0-76.9 C 
90.0-92.9 A- 70.0-72.9 C- 
87.0-89.9 B+ 67.0-69.9 D+ 
83.0-86.9 B 63.0-66.9 D 
80.0-82.9 B- 60.0-62.9 D- 
77.0-79.9 C+ <59.9 F 

 

VI. Learning Assessment 
 
Laboratory participation:  You are expected to be punctual and attend each lab session.  There will be an 
assignment/activity each laboratory period that will help you better understand the material.  You will often 
be expected to work in small groups.  Points will be awarded for accurate completion of the activity and 
appropriate classroom citizenship. 
 
Laboratory Quizzes: There will be a quiz (generally worth 10 points) at the beginning of each laboratory 



period over material covered in the previous lab assignment(s). 
 
Lecture Participation/Assignments: Students will be expected to ask/answer questions during lectures 
based on reading assignments or material covered in previous lectures.  There will be some in-class 
activities and homework assignments to help you better learn the material. 
 
Lecture Quizzes:  A 20 minute quiz will be given in the first half of a lecture period every other week.  The 
purpose of frequent quizzes is to help you keep current with the material. 
 
Final Exam:  The comprehensive final exam will assess your ability to address the course objectives, and 
will include material covered in lecture and laboratory. 
 
Extra Credit:  Extra Credit will be available for participating in sessions of the College of Business and 
Technology 2014 Professional Development Series, Sept 8-18.  For more details visit   
http://www.wiu.edu/cbt/career/ .  Extra Credit will also be available for participating in the School of Ag 
Career Fair, Oct 8.  To obtain points you will need to write a 1-page summary (your experience and what 
you learned) at each event.   

 
VIII. Course Calendar 
 

Date Topic (Location of Lab) Reading/Assignment 

Aug 25 Introduction to Crop Science  Syllabus / Survey, Reflection 

Aug 26 Agronomic Research (AFL) CSLM Ch. 10 

Aug 27 Hypothesis writing, Data Analysis and Interpretation 
Hypothesis handout / Data 
interpretation assignment 

Sep 1 Labor Day, no class   

Sep 2 Soybean Growth Stages (AFL) CSLM pp. 133-136, Slide set 

Sep 3 Light and Flowering, Soybean Maturity CSLM pp. 53-56 

Sep 8 Beginning of 2014 CBT Professional Development Series  

Sep 8 Quiz 1, Temperature and Growing Degree Days, Corn Maturity CSLM pp. 63-64/GDD calculations 

Sep 9 Corn Growth Stages (AFL) CSLM pp. 121-124, Slide set 

Sep 10 Review Quiz 1, Water Characteristics and Soil Water Terms CSLM pp. 56-57 

Sep 15 Evapotranspiration, Water Stress and Management CSLM pp. 57-58 

Sep 16 
Planter/Drill design and function, planting depth, calibrating 
planters, measuring plant populations, calculating % stand 
(AFL)  

Handout/Plant populations & % stand 
calculations 

Sep 17 
Plant Hormones (Growth Regulators), Review of Growth & 
Development Factors 

CSLM pp. 64-65 

Sep 22 Quiz 2.  Photosynthesis, Light and Dark reactions 
CSLM pp. 37-39 / Photosynthesis 
diagram assignment 

Sep 23 
Yield Components, Yield Estimates for corn and soybean, 
Harvest Index (AFL) 

Internet articles (links to be posted in 
WO, CSLM 49 / Yield estimate 
calculations 

Sep 24  Review Quiz 2. Photorespiration, C3 v. C4, and LAI CSLM pp. 39, 41  

Sep 29 Respiration, NAR, CGR, LAD 
CSLM pp. 40-42 / Plant morphology 
definition sheet 

Sep 30 Plant Structure and Function (AFL) Slide set, CSLM pp. 19-24 

Oct 1 Floral anatomy 
CSLM pp. 45-48 / Picture and Sketch 
assignment 

Oct 6 Quiz 3.  Taxonomic Classification  
CSLM pp. 6-8 / plant classification 
definition sheet 

http://www.wiu.edu/cbt/career/


Date Topic (Location of Lab) Reading/Assignment 

Oct 7 Classifying and Naming Plants, Using Plant Keys (AFL)  CSLM pp. 1-12 

Oct 8 Review Quiz 3.  Chemistry of Food 
Internet articles / Food Chemistry 
definition worksheet 

Oct 8 School of Ag Career Fair  

Oct 13 
Crop Domestication, Crop Origins & World Crop Production 
Distribution 

Internet articles / Crop research 
assignment 

Oct 14 Weed, Disease and Insect Pests (AFL) 
CSLM pp. 85-95 / Internet research 
on pest species 

Oct 15 Impact of Weed, Disease and Insect Pests  

Oct 20 Quiz 4. Applying Principles of Ecology to Pest Management  

Oct 21 Crop Scouting and Pesticides (AFL) 
CSLM pp. 71-79 / Pesticide 
calculation work sheets 

Oct 22 Review Quiz 4.  Integrated Pest Management  

Oct 27 Corn, Cereal and Pseudocereal Crops  
CSLM pp. 121-129 / Crop Research 
Summary 

Oct 28 Harvesting, Storage, Grain Quality (AFL) Slide set and Internet reading 

Oct 29 Grain moisture calculations / Moisture calculation worksheet 

Nov 3 Quiz 5.  Seed Germination, Seed Testing and Laws 
CSLM pp. 30-31 / Seed Anatomy 
Definition Sheet 

Nov 4 Seed Anatomy and Seed ID (KH 226) CSLM pp. 29-30 

Nov 5 Review Quiz 5. Seedling emergence, Seeding rate calculations 
CSLM pp. 31-33 / Seeding rate 
calculation sheet 

Nov 10 Genetics, Plant Breeding and GMOs, Vegetative propagation                           
Slide set, Internet reading / Reflection 
essay 

Nov 11 Variety Selection (KH 226) 
Slide Set / Variety Selection 
Homework Assignment 

Nov 12 Cropping Systems & Sustainable Agriculture CSLM pp. 109-110, 113-114 

Nov 17 Quiz 6. Role of Soils and Soil Formation Online reading /  

Nov 18 Soil Texture, O.M., CEC, Biology and Testing  (KH 226) Online reading / 

Nov 19 Review Quiz 6. Tillage and Seedbed Preparation CSLM pp. 110-112 

Nov 24 Thanksgiving Break  

Nov 25 Thanksgiving Break  

Nov 26 Thanksgiving Break  

Dec 1 Plant Mineral Nutrition and Nitrogen Fixation 
CSLM pp. 66-67,137, Narrated slide 
set / Nutrient deficiency identification 
practice exercise 

Dec 2 Enhancing Soil Fertility & Fertilizer calculations (KH 226) 
Narrated slide show / Fertilizer 
calculations worksheet 

Dec 3 Soybean, Legumes, Fiber and Forage Crops 
Narrated slide show, CSLM pp. 133-
140 / Crop Research summary 

Dec 8 Quiz 7. A Brief History of Agriculture (focused on Agronomy)                                                                                  

Dec 9 Precision Ag (AFL)  

Dec 10 Review Quiz 7. Why Crop Science?   / Class evaluations 

Dec 15 FINAL EXAM, 8:00-9:50 a.m., KH152  
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